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 The cold temperatures of the past month are likely to remain in place during the 
coming week.  Below freezing temperatures moved into the valleys and lowland 
areas of Afghanistan weeks earlier than they normally do.  For the coming week, 
minimum temperatures will likely fall below -35C in the northeast mountains and 
below -15C in the central highlands. With the exception of the southwest all 
lowland areas are likely to slip below freezing at least once during the coming 
seven days. This is likely to be the coldest week yet for Afghanistan so far this 
winter.   
 
Although precipitation is usually relatively light during October and November, 
precipitation amounts were higher than the long-term average. Typically, rain and 
snow amounts increase during November and by December precipitation occurs 
weekly. The last month has seen snow totals increase each week, and the coming 
week has the potential to continue the trend.  However, the placement of the 
snow will be slightly different with heavier snowfall to the west, and more 
moderate totals in the eastern portion of the central highlands and northeast 
mountains.  Lighter snow totals are likely closer to Kabul. Light to moderate rains 
are also likely across the southern lowlands. 
 
This week’s precipitation is due to two different low-pressure systems that will 
move across the region during the next week. The first will pull through early in 
the period, and will be stronger. The other will push through the region of this 
coming weekend late in the observation period and will be fairly weak. 


